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CONCURRENCYAND SYNCHRONIZATION

IN THE INTEL iAPX-432

PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE

B. J. MacLennan

Computer Science Department

Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, CA 93940

1. Introduction

This report describes the concurrent execution and synchronization facilities of a

prototype systems implementation language for Intel's iAPX-432 microprocessor. Intel

has kindly declared this work non-proprietary, so its publication ls now possible

[BrownB3].

Full exploitation of the 432's facilities places many demands on a language intended

for systems implementation. This report, which is an extension of Section 5.2 of

"PSIL78], describes the prototype language's support for the 432's dynamic, message-

based model of concurrency. Although the discussion should be comprehensible to

anyone familiar with a modern data abstraction language, it will be helpful to first read

the companion report .MacL33], which describes the prototype language's goals along

with its abstraction mechanism.

2. Background

The concurrency and synchronization facilities of the prototype language provide for

the synchronous and asynchronous communication of procedural abstractions. These

facilities are based on a Petri-net/data-flow model of computation. This will not be

emphasized in the following discussion, however, and knowledge of these is not a prere-

quisite to understanding the following.



The computational state at a given time is taken to be made up of some number of

actors and some number of exchanges, through which the actors communicate'. Each

actor has some number of input exchanges and some number of output exchanges.

One exchange can be both an input and em output to a single actor. An actor can be

dormant, which means that its internal state is incapable of changing, or it can be

active, if its internal state is changing or capable of changing. Actors communicate by

sending messages; a message is any value or object sent from one actor to another. A

dormant actor can become active when messages are placed in certain of its input

exchanges. Just which exchanges, or combinations of exchanges, varies from actor to

actor, and is part of the definition of each actor. Once an actor becomes active, it can

remain in that state for an indeterminate Length of time before it becomes dormant

again. During its active period it may have placed messages in its output exchanges.

There are two types of actors. First, there are procedures, which are similar to pro-

cedures and coroutines in other languages. They have bodies which are composed of

statements and expressions that are executed sequentially (or collaterally) in the

usual way. The other type of actor is an activity, which is composed of other

exchanges and actors. Thus it can be seen that actors are built recursively. Actors are

composed of other actors down to the lowest level, where there are only procedures.

Procedures and activities are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Actors,

exchanges and messages are all objects (as opposed to values), see
r

MacL33, part 2].

3. Exchanges

An exchange is a place that can contain one cr more messages. There are three

kinds of exchanges.

The first kind of exchange is the site, which has the following characteristics:

1. It holds at most one message. T

.Vhen it does not hold a message it is said to be

empty.

1. The reader will note that our approach ;s similar to Hewitt's actor formalism [Hewitt73, Hewitts].

-?.



2. It is destructively read, i.e. accessing its contained message removes that message

from the site and leaves it empty. Attempting to remove a message from an empty

site causes the accessing actor to become dormant until sometime when the site is

no longer empty.

3. A message can be put in a site only when it is empty. Attempting to put a message

into a non-empty site causes the putting actor to become dormant until some time

when the site is empty again.

The second type of exchange is the pile, which has the following characteristics:

1. A pile can hold any number of messages. There ls no order implied among the mes-

sages in a pile.

2. Reading a pile returns and removes one of the messages it holds. If it is empty

then the accessing actor becomes dormant until some time when the pile is non-

empty.

3. Writing a pile causes the message to be added to the messages it already holds. It

is always possible to put messages into a pile.

The third type of exchange is the queue, which has the following characteristics:

1. A queue can hold any number of messages. The messages are strictly ordered,

however. That is, they form a sequence.

2. Reading a queue returns and removes the next message, i.e. the first element of

the sequence of messages. If the queue ls empty, then the accessing actor

becomes dormant until some time when the queue is non-empty.

3. Writing a queue causes the message to be placed at its end of the sequence of mes-

sages, i.e. to be appended after the last element of the sequence. It is always possi-

ble to put messages into a queue.

In all the above cases, removing a message from an exchange and putting a message
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into an exchange are considered indivisible operations. Thus Lt is not possible for two

actors to simultaneously remove the same message from an exchange.

Exchanges are given names by bindings. The bindings that name exchanges have

the svntax:

site

ezch —binding : id —List : [ type ] ^pile

queue

'- exv]

An exchange binding associates each element of the id -List T.nth a separate exchange.

The type-expression specifies that the exchange can only hold messages of that type.

The expression exp is an optional initial value for the exchange. The initial value must

be appropriate for the kind of exchange: single messages for sites, sets of messages for

piles and sequences of messages for queues. If the initial value is omitted, then the

exchange is made empty. If the type is emitted then it is taken to be the type of the

initial value unless that is also omitted, in which case it is taken to be the type token,

which is described below.

Tokens are used when the number of messages in an exchange is important, but

their content is irrelevant. Tokens can be thought of as small atomic objects which are

always distinct from each other. Token piles serve a function similar to counter vari-

ables [Gerber77]. They have many synchronization applications, as will be seen in the

examples later. Sets of n tokens can be generated by the operation 'n tokens'. Some

examples of exchange bindings follow:

answer: Hool site;

Available: pile = k tokens;

messages: string queue;

4. Procedures

The procedure-binding allows a procedure to be invoked with a prefix, postfix, or

infix syntax. All of these are illustrated in the examples in Figure 2. The digit indicates
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[formats] infix—id [formats'
proc -binding : proc [digit ] 1^ sxch _binding

formats'

exch —binding i j
& '

"^

pbody:
is si ' end [id

]

identifier

symbolinfix—id:

Figure 1. Syntax of Proc-Bindings

1. proc fac(n:int) - (f:int) is

if n=0 then 1 -» f;

else n"fac(n-i) -» f; end if;

end

2. proc divmod(x:int. y:int) -» (q:int, r:int) is

entier(x/y) -* q;

x-q*y -» r;

end

3. proc fac(n.int) is

if n=0 then return 1;

else return n*fac(n-i); end if;

end

4. proc divmod(x:int, y:int) is

entier(x/y) -» q;

return (q, x-q*y);

end

5. proc fac(n:int) = (n=0 =* 1
! n'fac(n-l));

6. proc (iLint)! = (n=Q =* 1
I

n*(n-l)! );

7. proc (rrint) perm (r:int) = n!/(n-r)!;

8. proc (n:int) comb (r:int) = (n perm r)/r!;

?lgure 2. Examples of Proc-3indings _
the procedure 3 precedence, '.nth proc 9' 3 being the most binding and proc 0' 3 the

least binding. If the digit is omitted it is assumed to be 9' The specification of the

input and output exchanges is discussed later. The pbody, which is the body of the pro-

cedure, is composed of either an expression or a statement list. The statements are

executed sequentially or collaterally, as defined elsewhere in the report [PSIL78].

Although pbody can contain any kinds of the statements or operators, one class of

each is relevant here, viz. the communicators ( Figure 3).
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CQ7rx.nvwrvica.toT:

transition :

return [source
]

transition [waiting transition
]

source [-» destination]

destination *- source

Figure 3. Syntax of Communicators

The full description of source and destination is deferred to the discussion of activi-

ties. Briefly, a source can be described as anything that can provide a message,

including an expression, exchange or record composer, and a destination can be

described as anything that can accept a message, such as a variable, exchange, or

record decomposer. Note that the simplest case of a transition is an assignment state-

ment. Thus,

x -* y; or

y - x;

both take a message from exchange x and put it in exchange y. Of course, if x is

empty, this statement will wait until x holds a value. The waiting option on transitions

is discussed in Section 6.

Since messages frequently take the form of records, it is quite common to have a

record composer as the source in a transition statement. For example, if we have the

declarations

var m, n: int;

message = record x: int y. int; end record;

port: message site;

then the transition

(m.n) -» port;

will take the messages in variables 'm' and n', and compose them into a record, which

is then piaced in the exchange called port'.
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Conversely, it ls common to have a record decomposer as the destination of a com-

municator:

port -» (m,n);

This statement waits until there is a message in the exchange called 'port', at which

time it takes the message and assigns its components to the variables c ailed m' and

'n\

If we use a composer and a decomposer in the same transition, then we have the

effect of a simultaneous assignment:

(m.n) -» (n,m);

This composes m and n into a record, whose components are immediately decomposed

and assigned to n and m. Thus, we have exchanged the contents of m and n. A more

complex example is:

(m-n. m-n) -» (m.n);

It would be difficult to write this without the simultaneous assignment effect of the

transition statement.

Suppose that the input exchange of a procedure 'DivMod' is called 'in' and that che

output exchange is called out':

proc DivMod m: ( record x: int y int; end) site

-» out: ( record q: ink y int end) site is

end DivMod;

As is often the case, the input and output messages to DivMod are records.
T
.Ye can

send a message to DivMod' s input exchange, thus initiating the execution of DivMod, by

the transition:

(m,n) -» DivMcd.m;



We have used the record composer (m,n) to form a pair of the integers m and n; this

record is then placed in DivMod's input exchange (DivMod.in).

In an exactly analogous way we can accept a value from DivMod's output exchange

(DivMod.out). The transition

DivMod.out -» (j,k);

will wait until there is a message in DivMod's output exchange. This message will be

taken from the exchange and be broken down by the record decomposer (j,k), i.e., its

components will be placed in the variables j and k.

We consider the special case of synchronous communication. It is frequently the

case that when a message is sent to an actor, computation in the sender cannot

proceed until an answer is received from that actor. The send is followed by an

immediate wait. For example, we would send a message to DivMod and immediately

wait for a response by

(m,n) -» DivMod.in;

DivMod.out -» (j,k);

We allow this to be abbreviated by the transition statement

DivMod(m.n) -* (j,k);

This can be read: "Send (m.n) to DivMod and wait for a reply, which is to be put into

(j.k)."

In general, a transition statement such as

/ e -» d;

is an abbreviation for the pair of transitions

3 -» /.in;

/.out -» d\

Whenever control enters / 3 -» d, the message 2 is put into the input exchange of /,



and the calling procedure becomes dormant until / answers, whereupon the answer is

placed in d. In an expression context, such a synchronous communication can be writ-

ten '/ e ' For example,

fac(n) -» d;

put(d) -» e;

can be written

put( fac(n) ) -» d,

Indeed, an expression ls just a nesting of synchronous communications. For example,

q «- fac( comb( fix(m), n) );

is just an abbreviation for

fix(m) -* to

comb(tO.n) ~t tl

fac(tl) -t
q.

which is in turn an abbreviation for

(m) -» fix. in;

fix. out -» tO;

(tO.n) - comb. in;

comb.o at -» tl;

(tl) -» fac.m;

fac.out ~t
q.

The input/output exchanges of a procedure can take two forms. In the simplest case

they are just exchange bindings. This defines the identifier by which the exchange is

known within the procedure and specifies the exchange's type. This can be seen in the

previous definition of 'DivMod'. The second form is described below.

The object passed to procedures are usually n-tupies of values, I.e. records. This is
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certainly the case for prefix function of more than one argument and, for uniformity, is

also taken to be the case for other procedures. Because input/output exchanges are

usually of record types, a special abbreviation is provided, a formats, which is essen-

tially a record type definition. For example, the procedure declaration

proc DivMod in: ( record x: int yint; end) site

-* out: (record qint rint; end) site is

let varx. y, q, r: ink

in - (x,y);

entier(x/y) -* q;

x-q*y -» r;

(q,r) -» out;

end DivMod;

can be abbreviated as shown in example 2 m Figure 2.

The semantics of this style of input /output exchange is as follows: there is an

anonymous input exchange of the record-type. T

,Vhenever a message arrives at this

exchange it is immediately broken down into its components, which are assigned to the

variables in the farmals. Similarly, whenever the procedure exits (which process is

described below), the values of the names m formats" are gathered together and com-

posed into a record which is sent to the output exchange of the procedure.

The most common way of specifying the input/output exchanges is the record-type

abbreviation. The case where the inputs or outputs are not formats , while more primi-

tive, is less common. It Is only used when an entire parameter package must be mani-

pulated as a unit.

Since a dormant procedure will never become active if it never receives an input, if

both formats and formats' are omitted, then the input exchange is assumed to be '()',

a site of type token. If two inputs are specified, then they must both be present before

the procedure will become active. This follows from the semantics of record



composers: ail the records components must be available before the record can be

built.

Note that the operation 'm -» dest' causes a procedure to become dormant until

there is a value in its input exchange. Y/hen such a value arrives the procedure may

become active, and when it does become active that input will be put in dest. At the

beginning of every procedure there is an implicit operation of this form that accepts

the procedure's parameters.

The other kind of communicator is return source ' It is equivalent to

'source -» out' followed by a transfer back to the implicit 'in -» dest' at the beginning of

the procedure. This is the usual mechanism for returning results from a serially reus-

able procedure; see example 4 in Figure 2. There is an implicit return at the end of

every procedure.

Since the return statement references the output exchange anonymously, the

declaration of this exchange can be omitted from the procedure binding. See exam-

ples 2 and 3 (Figure 2) and compare to examples 1 and 2.

In practice many procedures are composed of a single return statement:

proc z f z is

return s

;

end/
;

where s is a source. These procedures can be abbreviated as

proc z f x' - s

;

The output specification [formais') can be included if it aids readability or forces a

coercion. See examples 5, 6. 7 and 3 (Figure 2) for this type of procedure binding

Particularly compare to examples 1, 3, 5 and 3.
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activity —binding
: activity 'digit

] [fzl ] infix -id Jxi ]
[-* fzl" ]ia abody end

abody:
binding I

fxl: formal exchange list
]

Tiexir& 4. Svntax of Activities '

5. Activities

As indicated previously, an activity is an abstraction mechanism whereby actors are

combined to form larger actors. Similar to the formats of a procedure are the formal

exchange lists, fzl, fxl' and fzl" , of an activity. Each of these is composed of an

assemblege of exchanges. There is, however, a significant difference between a formal

parameter of a procedure and a formal exchange of an activity. The formals of a pro-

cedure are "synchronized," i.e. all inputs must be ready before the procedure can

become active. The inputs of an activity are not synchronized in this way. In other

words, an activity can become active as soon as there are messages in such inputs as

will activate one or more of the activity's subactors. Other inputs may arrive while the

activity is active. Thus there may be mora than one locus of control in an activity at a

time. In a very real sense, an activity is just an abstraction of part of a data-flow net-

work.

An activity body {abody) is composed of bindings and transitions. Normally the bind-

ings will associate identifiers with exchanges and other actors. The transitions

describe the connections between formal exchanges, local exchanges, non-local

exchanges and other actors. In contrast to a procedure body, there is no sequential

flow of control through an activity body. Within the body of an activity, transitions exe-

cute when they are ready to execute.

For an example, we define an activity Merge' which nondeterministically merges the

contents of two input queues into an output queue. The body of the activity is two sim-

Dle transitions:

.1 o.



activity Merge [q,r: message queue] -» [s: message queue] is

q -» s.

r -* s

end;

Whenever q is not empty the first transition can fire and move a message from the

beginning of q to the end of 3. Also, whenever r is not empty the second transition can

fire and move a message from r to s.

6. Transitions

6. 1 Communication Primitives

Transitions can occur in two contexts: as statements and as declarations. The

meaning of a transition statement, as discussed previously, is to move a value from the

source(s), through an actor, to the destination(s). The actors themselves can either be

built-in operators, or user-defined actors (procedures or activities), or actor-variables.

(The latter are analogous to procedure variables in other languages.)

Transition declarations have the same syntax as transition statements. The

difference is that they do not order any action to take place; they merely define the

connections among a set of actors and exchanges. 'Ye have already seen transition

declarations in the body of an activity.

At the lowest level in the expression syntax are primaries, which can come in several

forms. We have already seen the composer, which is the mechanism used to construct

a record from its components. \s such, it also constitutes an actual parameter list to

a procedure. The parentheses of the composer remind one of the parentheses in the

formals of the procedure binding. The actual parameters to the composer are made to

correspond to the position dependent and position independent fields of the reccrd-

type, in a manner described in ~?S1L78].

Actual parameters are passed to activities in an analogous manner, except that
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square brackets are used. The bracketed list of (position dependent and position

independent) parameters is supposed to remind one of the bracketed formal exchange

lists in the activity binding. For example, if Source 1, Source2, and Sink are three

queues of type message:

Source 1, Source2, Sink: message queue;

then we can use the Merge activity to merge Source 1 and Source2 into Sink by T.vriting

the transition declaration:

Merge [Sourcel, Source2] -» Sink

More precisely, the text of Merge is instantiated with 'Sourcel' and 'Source2' substi-

tuted for the formal input exchanges ('q' and 'r') and 'Sink' substituted for the formal

output exchange 's'. Notice that brackets around 'Sink' are not required since there is

only one output from Merge.

The seqxLencer is a special form of the identity operation and is represented by a

sequence of sources separated by semicolons. All these sources must be available

before the sequencer becomes active. When it does become active, all its inputs are

accepted, and its value is the value of the iast source in the sequence of sources. Thus,

when x, y and z are all non-empty, the value of z is placed m p by:

[x;y;z] -> p;

Thus, a sequencer can be thought of as a gate: when x and y are present it gates z into

p. Typical applications of sequencers can be found in the synchronization examples,

later.

The expression ' empty primary ' is called an inhibitor, and is used for testing the

emptiness of exchanges. If ex is empty then 'empty ex' will produce one token as its

value when a value is requested. If ex is not empty, then empty ex' is empty. Thus,

empty x: y] -» z;

will move a value from y to z only if x is empty. Inhibitors are frequently used with
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sequencers, as this example indicates.

There are a number of ways to handle the distribution of values returned by a pro-

cedure or activity. They are described m the following paragraphs,

A destination determines the disposition of the contents of a single output exchange.

In the simplest case a destination is just a primary that refers to an exchange or vari-

able. In this case the value is placed in that exchange or variable. Thus, if e is an

exchange,

f[x,y] -» e;

will place the result of f[x,y] into e. Often it is desirable to place a value in several

different exchanges. This is done with a distributer:

f[x.y] -» \d,e\:

Analogous to synchronization of inputs is desr/nchranization of outputs. As

explained above,

[x:y;z] -* p;

moves a value from z to p only if the "control values" x and y are present. In an

exactly analogous way,

P - [x;y:z];

moves p to z and generates "control values" (i.e. tokens) in x and y. Example applica-

tions are found in the synchronization examples.

As discussed earlier, a decomposer performs the opposite operation of a composer

Thus, if z is a complex number (with two position independent real fields Re and Im), its

real and imaginary components can be assigned to x and y, respectively, by:

z -» (Re:x, Im:y);

The waiting option is discussed in the next section.
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S.2 Non-Hierarchical Synchronous Communication

The waiting option on transitions provides a mechanism for non-hierarchical syn-

chronous communication (e.g. "coroutine" communication). If /and p are exchanges,

s is a source and d is a destination, then

s •* f waiting p -* d,

means the same as

s -» / ; p -» d\

That is.'s-*/ waiting p-* d;' means 'send source s to exchange /and wait for a response

in exchange p, which is to be placed in dest d'. If the response from p is net needed

(i.e., it is only for synchronization), then '-*d' can be omitted. Examples are given in

the discussion of coroutines, below.

Non-hierarchical synchronous communication ("coroutine" communication)

denotes the process whereby several procedure-like objects communicate without a

definite caller/callee relationship. The facilities necessary to communicate in this way

have already been introduced. How they are used will be illustrated by example.

The application is a text-justifier2 It will read lines of characters off an input file and

write them on an output file with blanks inserted between words so that all lines are

the same length. The program will be organized as a pipeline, with four form objects

[MacL83] comprising the pipe:

1. CharReader - reads characters from the input file, ignoring end-of-lines.

2. WordEeader - divides the character stream into words, ignoring repeated blanks.

3. Justine r - generates strings of blanks to separate the words so that their total

length is as required, and generates an end-of-line character at the end of each

line.

2. This :s also the example used -In [Dahi72], thus permitting comparison of the coroutine mechanisms in

Simula and the prototype language.
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StringWriter = obj fcrm
public inp: string site;

public proc start is

let var s: string;

repeat

() -» Justifler.out waiting mp -» s;

for ch in s repeat outfile.put(ch); end;

until 3 = string(eof);

end start;

end StringWriter;

Figure 5. Coroutine Example: StringWriter

Justifier = obj form
public inp: string site;

public out; site;

public proc init -* answer: site is

let var s, t: string;

() -» answer waiting out;

Repeat

() -» WordReader.out waitirg inp -» s;

t -» StringWriter. mp waiting out;

end repeat
end init;

end Justifier;

Figure 6. Coroutine Example: -Justifier

4. StringWriter - writes the generated character strings to the output file.

The pipe is set up and initiated by the following instructions:

CharReader.imt;

WordReader.mit;

Justifier.imt;

StringWriter start;

The first three invocations allow the 'init' procedures in CharReader, Wor&Reader and

Justifier to initialize whatever they might have to. They then answer, leaving them-

selves ready to begin work. The last invocation, StringWriter. start, allows StringWriter

to initialize itself, but rather than waiting, it goes directly to work by requesting a

string from Justifier. The code for StringWriter is in Figure 5. StringWriter declares a

public site 'inp', at ".vhich it will wait for strings to write. (In general, we will use the
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WordReader = obj form
public out: site;

public mp: char site;

var s = "; % s is a string variable imtalized to null string

public proc Lnit * answer: site is

() -» answer waiting out;

Repeat
let var ch: char
() -» CharReader.out waiting inp -» ch;

if ch <> " " then s.append(ch);
elseif s <> " then
s -» Justifier.mp waiting out;

s *- ";

end if;

end repeat;

endinit;

end WordReader;

CharReader = obj form
public out: site;

public proc init -» answer: site is

() -» answer waiting out;

until eof innle repeat
(next innle) -» WordReader.mp waiting out;

end
eof -» WordReader. inp waiting out;

end init;

end CharReader;

Figure 7. Coroutine Example

identifier 'inp' for messages going from the start of the pipe toward the end, and 'out'

for acknowledgements going from the end toward the start.) StringWriter immediately

enters a loop. It sends a request for a string to Justifier (through Justifier. out) and

then waits for an answer at 'inp' When this string arrives, the characters in it are writ-

ten out one at a time. If the string was eof (end of file), then StnngWriter terminates

by returning to its caller

The next element of the pipe is Justifier. Since it is fairly complicated, only the

parts necessary for this discussion are shown in Figure 6. Justifier has two communica-

tion sites, 'inp' through winch it waits for strings form WordReader, and 'out', at which

it waits for requests for strings from StrmgWriter. After Justifier completes initializa-

tion, it exits to the procedure controlling the pipe by:
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() -» answer waiting out;

where 'answer' denotes the output exchange of the procedure. Thus, this transition

means: send an answer back to the anonymous caller, and then wait at out' for a

request from StringWriter. When the first request arrives, Justiner enters its main

loop, iterating once for each line.

The body of the loop requests words from WordReader, as it needs them, by:

() -» WordReader. out waiting inp -» s;

The expression on the left of waiting sends the request to WordReader.out. Justifier

then waits for a string at 'inp', which upon arrival is placed in 's'. The bcdy of the loop

sends strings to StringWriter, as they are ready, by:

t -» StringWriter. mp waiting out;

The effect of this transition is to send t to the exchange StringWriter,mp, and to wait at

'out' for another request.

The bodies of the remaining two pipe elements are shown in Figure 7. They are not

described, since they follow the same pattern.

PreciousResource = obj form
Ready: site = 1 tokens:

Busy: site;

public proc Red is

Ready -» Busy;

... Red's critical section ...

Busy -» Ready;
end Red;

public proc Blue is

Ready -» Busy;
... Blue's critical section ...

Busy -» Ready;
end 31ue;

end PreciousResource;

Figure 8. Mutual Exclusion Example
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7. Synchronization

All the facilities necessary for synchronization have already been introduced. Their

use will be indicated through a number of examples.

7. 1 Mutual Exclusion

Two procedures, Red and Blue, share a resource. It is required that they do not exe-

cute concurrently. Synchronization is accomplished by having them share a site,

Ready, which contains a token if and only if the resource is not being used. The solution

is in Figure 3. Operation is as follows: Control enters Red unobstructed. Before it can

enter its critical section, however, Ready must be present. When it is, control passes

through the critical section, performing the Red operation. When this is completed, a

token is sent back to Ready, thus releasing the resource. Blue operates analogously.

Buffer = obj form
Mes: message site;

public proc Deposit'mmessage) is

m -» Mes;

end Deposit;

public proc Remove is

return .Vies;

end Remove;

end buffer;

Figure 9. 5inale-51ot Buffer Example

BufferManager = obj form
Avail: pile = N tokens;

Buffer: message queue;

public proc Deposit(m:message) is

[Avail; m] -» Buffer:

end Deposit;

public proc Remove -» (m:message) is

Buffer -* [Avail; m];
end Re move;

end BufferManager:

Figure 10. MuitipLe-5Iot Buffer Example
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7.2 Single-Slot Buffer

Two procedures, Deposit and Remove, share a message buffer, Mes. Deposit ".nil be

allowed to put a message in the buffer only when it is empty, and Remove will be

allowed to read it only when there is a message there. The solution is in Figure 9. Only

if Mes is empty will the transition in Deposit execute and copy m into Mes. Similarly,

only if Mes is occupied will Remove be able to empty it and return the message.

7.3 Hultiple-Slot Buffer

Two procedures, Deposit and Remove, share a queue, Buffer, that can hold N mes-

sages. Deposit can execute only if a slot in Buffer is available and Remove can execute

only if a siot in Buffer contains a message. A pile Avail '.nil contain a token for each

available slot. The solution is in Figure 10. Deposit waits until there is a token in Avail.

The transition then fires, placing the message in Buffer. When there is a message in

Buffer it will be possible for Remove to execute, placing a token m Avail and returning

the message.

7.4 Concurrent Readers

Two procedures, Read and Write, share a resource. No writing can take place when

reading is in progress, but any number of readers can be active at one time. A site,

Writing, will contain a token if a write is in progress and a pile, Reading, will contain a

token for each Read in progress. A site, Ready, contains a token whenever the state of

the other two exchanges is stable. (Such a mutual exclusion site is usually required

when inhibitory inputs are used. Inhibitory inputs, by their nature, are not self-

synchronizing.) The solution is in Figure 11. The actions of Read are as fellows: The

Read waits 'until there is a token in in Ready and there is no writing in progress. It then

indicates that it is Reading. When reading has been completed, a token is removed

from Reading. The action of
T
rVrite is analogous.
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PreciousResource = obj form
Ready: site = 1 tokens;

Writing: site;

Reading: pile;

public proc Read is

[Ready; empty Writing] -* [Ready; Reading];

... perform read operation ...

Reading -*
\\\

end Read;

public proc Write is

[Ready; empty Writing; empty Reading] -» [Ready; Writing];

... perform write operation ...

Writing •*[];

end Write;

end PreciousResource;

'Figure 11. Concurrent Readers Example

PreciousResource = obj form
Ready: site = 1 tokens;

Writing: site;

WriteRequested, Reading: pile;

public proc Read is

[Ready; empty WnteRequested] -» [Ready; Reading];
... perform read operation ...

Reading *[]',

end Read;

public proc Write is

1 tokens -» WnteRequested;
[Ready; empty Reading: empty Writing] -» [Ready; Writing];

... perform write operation ...

[Writing; WnteRequested] -»
\ j;

end Write;

end PreciousResource;

Figure 12. Write-Priontv Example

7.5 Concurrent Headers -with Trite Priority

The previous solution has a problem, namely that a continuous stream of Read

requests can block Writes forever. This can be solved if we stipulate that no new Reads

can begin if a Write is trying to get access to the resource. Further, we can require

that any Write requests arriving when a Write is already in progress will be serviced

before any new Reads are allowed to begin. The solution is similar to the previous. The
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only change necessary is to introduce a new pile, WriteRequested, which, contains one

token for each Yfrite attempting access to the resource. The solution is in Figure 12.

The only difference from the operation of the previous example is the following V/hen-

ever Write begins executing, it immediately sends a token to Y/riteRequested. thus

blocking any further Reads. This token is removed when the Write operation is com-

pleted.

activity Spool [PrintQ: listing queue, CommandQ: string queue,
PStatus: status site] -» [PCommand: ICcommand site] is

Ready: site = 1 tokens.

Done, Restart: site,

Start, Hold: listing site,

[Ready; PrintQ] - $Start, Heidi,

Driver [Start, CommandQ, Pstatus] -» [Done, Restart, PCommand],
[Hold; Done] -» Ready,
[Restart; Hold] -»

\
Start, Hold}

end Spool;

Figure 13. Printer Spooler Example

activity Printer

PCmd: (string

Manager [PrintQ:

queue) array \ 1

.

listing queue,

3}] 13

Spool rPrmtQ. PCmdfl], Lpr[l]
Spool [PrintQ, PCmd!' 2], Lpr[2]
Spool [PrintQ. PCmdl[3], Lpr[3]

end PrmterManager;

out] -»

out] -»

out] -»

Lprfl].in,

Lpr[2].in.

Lpr[3].in

"Figure 14. Printer Manager Zr-rampie

7.6 Printer Spooler

In this section we define an activity Spool' that controls a printer. This activity will

have three input exchanges and one output exchange. The input exchanges are:

1. A queue containing listings to be printed.

2. A queue containing commands from the operator or system console [for example,

to restart the print job).

3. A site containing any status information returned by the printer controller.

The output exchange is a site through which I/O commands can be sent to the printer

controller.
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We assume that an activity called 'Driver' is available that has three formal input

exchanges and three formal output exchanges. The input exchanges are:

1. A site containing a listing to be printed.

2. A queue containing commands from the operator.

3. A site containing status information returned by the printer controller.

The output exchanges are:

1. A site indicating that the driver has completed printing a listing.

2. A site indicating that the driver has aborted printing the listing and needs to res-

tart it.

3. A site containing an I/O command to be sent to the printer controller.

The Spool activity should operate as follows: If the driver is ready and a listing is

waiting to be printed, then that listing should be sent to the driver. However, the list-

ing must also be saved in case a request to restart it is received. If the listing is com-

pleted normally, then this extra copy is discarded. If a restart request is received,

then the driver must start over with it. The activity to implement these functions is

shown in Figure 13.

Now suppose that we have three printers and that we need an instance of Spool to

manage each. We will assume that 'Lpr' is the name of an array containing three

records that contain the I/O control and status sites for these printer's controllers. We

define an activity Pnnter.Manager' that has the following input exchanges:

1. A queue containing listings to be printed.

2. An array containing a command queue for each spooler.

The definition is shown in Figure 14.
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